Tracy et al.[8] have introduced a family of estimators using Srivenkataramana and Tracy ([6],[7]) transformation in simple random sampling. In this article, we have proposed a dual to ratio-cum-product estimator in stratified random sampling. The expressions of the mean square error of the proposed estimators are derived. Also, the theoretical findings are supported by a numerical example.
Introduction
In planning surveys, stratified sampling has often proved as useful in improving the precision of un-stratified sampling strategies to estimate the finite population mean of the study . Let y, x and z respectively, be the study and auxiliary variates on each unit U h (h=1,2,3, ---, N) of the population U. Here the size of the stratum U h is N h, and the size of simple random sample in stratum U h is n h , where h=1, 2,---,L. In this study, under stratified random sampling without replacement scheme, we suggest estimators to estimate Y by considering the estimators in Plikusas [3] and in Tracy et al. [8] .
To obtain the bias and MSE of the proposed estimators, we use the following notations in the rest of the article:
and are the sample and population means of the study variable in the stratum h, respectively. Similar expressions for X and Z can also be defined.
Using (1), we can write where The combined ratio and the combined product estimators are, respectively, defined as And the MSE of and to the first degree of approximation are, respectively, given by
Note that Similar expressions for X and Z can also be defined.
Classical Estimators
Srivenkataramana and Tracy ([6], [7] ) considered a simple transformation as
where A is a scalar to be chosen. This transformation renders the situation suitable for a product method instead of ratio method. Clearly is unbiased for .
Using this transformation, an estimator in the stratified random sampling is defined as This is a product type estimator ( alternative to combined ratio type estimator) in stratified random sampling.
The exact expression for MSE of is given by (7) In some survey situations, information on a second auxiliary variable, Z, correlated negatively with the study variable, Y, is readily available. Let be the known population mean of Z. To estimate , Singh [4] considered ratio-cum-product estimator as where Perri [2] used
instead of x and z , respectively. Here, α and are constants that make the MSE minimum. β
Adapting to the stratified random sampling, the ratio cum product estimator using two auxiliary variables can be defined as
The approximate MSE of this estimator is
Suggested Estimators
Tracy et al. [8] introduced a product estimator using two auxiliary variables in the simple random sampling given by Motivated by Tracy et al. [8] , we propose the following product estimator for the stratified random sampling scheme as Expressing in terms of e's, we can write (11) as
The MSE to the first order of approximation, is given as and this MSE equation is minimised for
Note that the corresponding A is By putting the optimum value of in (12), we can obtain the minimum MSE equation for the first proposed estimator, . Expanding the right hand side of (15), to the first order of approximation, we get Squaring both sides of (16) and then taking expectation, we obtain the MSE of the second proposed estimator, , to the first order approximation, as (17) where This MSE equation is minimized for the optimum values of and given by
Putting these values of and in MSE ( ), given in (17), we obtain the minimum MSE of the second proposed estimator, .
Theoretical Efficiency Comparisons
In this section, we first compare the efficiency between the first proposed estimator, , with the classical combined estimator, as follows:
.
The estimator is better than the usual estimator if and only if,
where, and 002 020
If the condition (21) is satisfied, the first proposed estimator, , performs better than the classical combined estimator.
We also find the condition under which the second proposed estimator, , performs better than the classical combined estimator in theory as follows:
, , The estimator 9 y is better than the usual estimator if and only if, where, and
Numerical Example
In this section, we use the data set earlier used in Koyuncu and Kadilar [1] . The population statistics are given in Note that all correlations between the study and auxiliary variables are positive. Therefore, we decide not to use product estimators for this data set for efficiency comparison. For this reason, we apply the classical combined estimator, , combined ratio estimator , , the ratio-cum-product estimator, , Plikusas [3] estimator, , and the second proposed estimator, , to the data set. For the efficiency comparison, we compute percent relative efficiencies as ->V(yst) * MSE (min) at the value A(optimal).
Conclusion
When we examine Table 2 , we observe that the second proposed estimator, , under optimum condition certainly performs quite better than all other estimators discussed here.
Although the correlations are negative, we also examine the performance of the first proposed estimator, , according to the classical combined estimator. Therefore, for various values of A and in Table 3 , the MSE values of and are computed. From Table 3 , we observe that the first proposed estimator, , performs better than the estimator, , for a wide range of as , even in the negative correlations.
